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glowing spirit, such as Sidney's, would have it li\cd. But that the
occasion was his tempouuy exile, and the date 1580, is now liaidly
credible.
In 1907 Mr Bcitiam Dobell made the staitling discoveiy that
the Arcadiay in the foim we now hat e it, the Arcadia in five books,
winch was published with the Countess of Pembioke's authoiity in
1593—the previous edition of 1590 containing only three books—is
not the identical Arcadia which was handed about among Sidney's
friends in 1580 or soon afterwards, but a new work, completely
recast and rewritten, and differing from the other in many important
paiticulars. Sidney's friend and biographer, Fulkc Gic\ille (Lord
nhe Old Biooke), called the eaily veision the old Arcadiay and spoke of the
^r" many copies of it circulating in manusci ipt as unsuitable for printing,
7 ia since a corrected version of the book had been left in trust with him.1
This old Arcadia was wnttcn probably between 1578 and 1580.
At some later date, before his death in 1586, Sidney undeitook the
formidable task of altering it from beginning to end, and got as far
as the point, two-thirds of the way thiough the third book, where the
reader is now told that the story has had to be continued from the
author's papers.3 This altered portion formed the edition of 1590,
the remainder of the work, as it was published in 1593, being made
up from the old Arcadia, with a few explanatory words to fill
the gap. The later continuations by Sir William Alexander and
Richard Beling may be ignored.
The Arcadia as the young Sidney first wrote it3 was a compli-
cated story, but it was narrated in a straightforward manner ; that
"'be New is, in the chronological order of the incidents.  In the new form all
Ar-^      this is changed. Chronology is continually inverted. The reader is
plunged into the middle of the story, and is left to guess what has
preceded.   At various points in the sequence of events the chief
characters relate their past history to their friends, such a relation
being in itself an incident in the story, and the element of suspense
being kept up by various interruptions, so that the reader, like
1 B. Dobell: " New Light on Sidney's Anadia" (Quarterly Reww, vol six,
July 1909). A succinct account is given by $. L Wolil (The Greek Romances
m Elizabethan Fiction^ pp. 344-366)
3 Arcadia, ed. E   A Baker, 1907, p   451.
* The Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia, being the original version now for the Jttst
ttme printed, ed. A. Feuillerat, Cambridge, 1926.

